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How to manage a Facebook Page about books
It seem easy to manage a Facebook Page, but it is not so, mostly you have to promote your writing 
(poems, novels, stories, ecc.) by your page. From my experience on An Inspired Soul, in this article 
I will suggest you some useful hint.

Strategy, so unknown...
No action can be effective if it is replicated without strategy and if you do not matter about “Why”
open that Facebook Page. Nobody can oblige you to open a Facebook Page because you published a
book and it's not enough if you tell yourself “I open a Facebook Page, so they will buy my book”,
on the contrary this thinking is a damage for your writing. There are many Facebook pages which
are quit because they do not convert. 

A Facebook Page help you to create a relation with your readers or your prospective readers.
For this reason, in this article I will tell you about “An Inspired Soul”, my page about my books/my
poems, but I will not talk about my blog page. First of all, I did not bet on a big number of fans, but
I decided to have a little number of fans, but they had to be virtually interested about my writing out
of my job.

When I focused on my target, I defined a strategy:  I have to think to those do not know me
and they are casually on my page (even if on Facebook it happens fewer); and it is not discounted
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that who met me online knows that I write poems and stories too.

First of all, I have to show my writing. So I'm beginning to publish on my Facebook Page:

• Aphorisms;

• Little poems

obviously in image format. My writing has to be knowable, but easy to understand too: so I will
avoid lyrics too long or hard to understand. However, I can not use this way so much times and I
can not create a page with too many aphorisms, because so I will show too much about my book
(and readers will be not so curious to read it).

Well,  for my novels, I can choose a my character as page administrator. I do not create a fake
account on Facebook, but I can do so that he will tell readers something about himself, maybe he
will  do  it  in  turns  with  others  characters  of  the  novel.  For  example,  now  Riyon  Kiza  (from
“Lyamnay's Shadow”, my next book) manages my page. He introduced himself so:

Giveaways with a prize are another useful way: you can ask your readers to share the cover of
your  book  and  to  like  your  page.  You  will  choose  the  winner  with  a  random  draw  (I  use
Random.org). Also in this case, you can not organize too many giveways, but this type of event can
be useful for your readers.

Ask and your readers will reply. Your Facebook Page can be a way to get direct feedbacks on
your writing: if a poem is beautiful or if is not it, if this or that character could be written better, if
there is someboby who want to write a review for you (so you have not to use random messages on
Facebook...).
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Take to reader with regular dates. You do not have to publish something every day on your page,
but it is important tha quality of what you published. Reader will know you published something
new and beautiful every week and you will know, with the idea of the “date”, what to search every
time. For example, with #thingsofanotherwriting (connected to my author Goodreads account) I will
deal with a topic related to publishing from the author's point of view, so a way totally different
from my job of blogger.

Hashtag if it is necessary. If there is a special offer about your book, maybe you should promote it
with your own hashtag. Facebook is not Twitter, but so you can identify your content and it is
helpful.

Still here I talked about a Facebook Page, but I did not talk about pictures (cover image, profile
image and strategic choice of colors, exc.) and about paid means that Facebook offer too. If I will
have requests about them, I will talk about them in an online course to explain you how to use these
tools.
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